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Summary 

In the summer of 2013, SVSFE technicians bathymetric mapped a total of eleven 

lakes located within close proximity to Swan River, Manitoba. Bathymetric maps, 

or depth maps, are the primary method used to describe a lakes physical 

characteristics. These maps are very important tools that are used by anglers and 

lake managers for various reasons. These eleven lakes are all popular fishing 

destinations for both resident and non-resident anglers which is primarily why 

these particular lakes were chosen to be mapped. During the month of July 2013  a 

total of 222 “man-hours” were dedicated to physically mapping these eleven lakes. 

Applying this data and analysing it through ArcView’s Spatial Analyst and 3D 

analyst extensions SVSFE intends to produce high quality bathymetric maps for 

local distribution.  

 

Unfortunately, because of the exceptional costs of these two ArcView extensions, 

SVSFE has in the past relied on external educational organizations to analyse 

this data. At this present time, all the data from these eleven lakes, as well as 

data from an additional twelve lakes which were mapped during past SVSFE projects 

are saved in appropriate formats and ready for analysis. It is important to state 

that many of these lakes had been previously analysed and therefore maps have 

been created for them. However, these maps were created by different educational 

organizations, and for that reason they do not follow a common format, which is 

something SVSFE intends to have. Currently, supporting commitment regarding 

SVSFE’s mapped data analysis is still pending. SVSFE and partners have agreed to 

have each of these maps created using aesthetic visual representations and a 

common theme in projections that are easily perceived by anglers and lake 

managers. Although tentative dates are not scheduled for this map creation, SVSFE 

is eager to get them sent away and further analysed. Once these maps are complete  

SVSFE plans to; post them on SVSFE’s website, utilize maps for lake signage and 

eagerly get these maps into the hands of the public.  

 

 

 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Bell Lake Wellman Lake Two Mile Lake Beaver Lake North Steeprock 

Lake 

Whitefish Lake Black Beaver Lake Marge Lake Vini  Lake 

Glad Lake Schade Lake Virgin Lake 

Red Shack Lake Deep Lake 

No  Name Lake Nick Lake 

Hoodoo Lake Gass Lake 

East Blue Lake 

West Blue Lake 

Singush Lake 

Beautiful Lake 

Gull Lake 

Table 1: Lakes Mapped to Date (2009-2013) 
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2.0 Study Rationale 
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In the summer of 2013, SVSFE bathymetric mapped a total of eleven lakes in the 

Duck and Porcupine Mountains. Bathymetric maps, or depth maps, are the primary 

method used to describe a lakes’ physical characteristics. Bathymetric maps, which 

project a rare insight into the characters of a lake have many different uses. 

First of all, bathymetric maps provide anglers with exceptional insight regarding 

lake contour and structure. With this information, anglers can visualize potential 

fishing spots in terms of steep drop offs, inflowing/outflowing streams, humps, 

reefs, shoals, etc. These maps may also be promotional, as they may provide 

incentive for anglers to fish different lakes in the area. Bathymetric maps are 

important for lake managers as well. Bathymetric maps provide important 

information including surface area, volume, maximum depth, mean depth, littoral 

areas, etc. This information is important for evaluating carrying capacity (ie. 

determining stocking rates), habitat suitability (ie. coldwater habitat for lake 

trout), locating critical habitat features (ie. spawning shoals), locating 

dangerous navigational barriers (ie. reefs), understanding littoral features  

(percentage of lake utilized by fish), and selecting sites for other aquatic 

surveys. Mapping these lakes would also provide water level benchmarks (if not 

already in place) for anglers and lake managers. In summary, bathymetric maps 

provide valuable information to both anglers and lake managers,  offering SVSFE 

with a unique opportunity to create a valuable product to be utilized by both 

parties.   

 

The eleven lakes mapped in the summer of 2013 are popular fishing destinations in 

the area, and were chosen on that basis. A total of six lakes were mapped in the 

Porcupine Provincial Forest, these lakes include; North Steeprock Lake, Vini Lake, 

Virgin Lake, Nick Lake, Gass Lake, and Deep Lake. A total of five lakes were 

mapped in the Duck Mountain Provincial Park, these lakes include; East Blue Lake, 

West Blue Lake, Singush Lake, Beautiful Lake, and Gull Lake. Also, lake level 

benchmarks were placed in each of these lakes if  didn’t already exist.  

 

Since 2009, SVSFE, among various partners, have mapped and created high quality 

bathymetric maps for many of the lakes in the immediate area. These maps were 

created as portions of past projects and as a result, local anglers and lake 

managers have displayed strong demand/interest. As  software licenses can be quite 

costly, SVSFE has pursued other venues in the past to produce the final product. 

SVSFE has always strived to incorporate education into their projects. In the 

past, SVSFE has created strong relationships with students from University College 

of the North (UCN)), and the Assiniboine Community College (ACC), as they have 

created high quality, three-dimensional lake maps for SVSFE. This process provides 

valuable experience and recognition for students pursuing careers in the 

environmental sector. The overall objective of this project is to create three-

dimensional and contour maps with aesthetic representations of the most popular 

fishing lakes in the area using a common theme. Following this step, maps are to 

be provided on SVSFE’s website and distributed to the public. SVSFE has also 

discussed creating signage displaying bathymetric data, along with other relevant 

lake information, and installing them at the boat launches of each respective 

waterbody. These signs will include, these bathymetric maps as the centre point, 

along with additional data; ie. stocking history, past research, game fish 

species, forage fish species, maximum & mean lake depth, lake surface area & 

volume, master angler awards, among other relevant information.  
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In the past, many of our local lakes were mapped dating back to the 1950’s. For 

this reason it has been suggested that new maps be created using modern 

technology, as many sources of error were prevalent with regards to past methods. 

In the past, to construct a map required creating a series of transects across a 

lake using compasses and shoreline markers (i.e. flagging tape). Using a boat, 

mapping personnel followed their transects across the lake and took depth 

measurements at predetermined distances by either using a weighted line or an eco-

sounder. Depth was transcribed onto corresponding transect maps. When all the 

depths had been transcribed, then points of equal depth were joined on the map to 

create contours (Levec, 2004). Preparation of a contour map often required several 

days of processing time and involved a certain amount of artistic interpretation. 

The quality of the maps depended on a variety of factors including the number of 

transects  that were run, the accuracy of the transect map, the number of depths 

transcribed, and the interpretive skills of the drawer (Levec, 2004). At best, 

only a moderately accurate bathymetric map could be produced and it was inevitable 

that many underwater features would be missed (Monroe, 2000). For this reason, it 

was suggested that contemporary maps be created on our local lakes using modern 

technology, as accuracy of the old maps is highly unknown. Also, with regards to a 

few particular lakes; lake levels are currently at very high levels, suggesting 

that the old maps are simply out-dated.  

 

Since 2009, SVSFE has been bathymetric mapping various local lakes as portions of 

past studies. These lakes include; Bell Lake, Whitefish Lake, Schade Lake, Red 

Shack Lake, No-Name Lake, and Hoodoo Lake in the Porcupine Provincial Forest, 

along with Beaver Lake, Black Beaver Lake, Wellman Lake, Glad Lake, Two-Mile Lake, 

and Marge Lake in the Duck Mountain Provincial Park. Final products of these lakes 

have been exceptional in the past. An example of Whitefish Lake, which was mapped 

during 2011 trap-netting and creel survey project is displayed below. The final 

project was created by University College of the North  (Figure 1).  

 

       

Figure 1: Whitefish Lake 3-Dimensional Bathymetric Map 
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4.2 Study Period 

The study area included a total of eleven lakes; North Steeprock Lake, Vini Lake, 

Virgin Lake, Nick Lake, Gass Lake, and Deep Lake which are located in the 

Porcupine Provincial Forest. The remaining lakes, East Blue Lake, West Blue Lake, 

Singush Lake, Beautiful Lake, and Gull Lake are located in the Duck Mountain 

Provincial Park. In regards to distance, lakes north of Swan River include; North 

Steeprock Lake 71.6 kilometers, Vini Lake 77.4 kilometers, Virgin Lake 78.3 

kilometers, Nick Lake 77.7 kilometers, Gass Lake 77.3 kilometers and Deep Lake 

76.6 kilometers. Lakes southeast of Swan River include; East Blue Lake 83.1 

kilometers, West Blue Lake 83 kilometers, Singush Lake 91.9 kilometers, Beautiful 

Lake 91 kilometers and Gull Lake 94 kilometers. Some lakes are approximate 

distances, as bush trails are not compensated in relative distances.  

Lake Date # boats 
# of 

days 

Total # of 

hours  

North Steeprock 

Lake 

July 2nd – 11th , 2013 2 7 ~116 

Vini Lake July 31st,  2013 1 1 ~ 8 

Virgin Lake July 30th, 2013 2 1 ~ 15 

Nick Lake July 31st,  2013 1 1 ~ 2 

Gass Lake Unknown 1 1 Unknown 

Deep Lake August 1st, 2013 2 1 ~ 16  

East Blue Lake July 22nd, 2013 1 1 ~ 9 

West Blue Lake July 15, 16th, 2013 2 2 ~ 15 

Singush Lake July 17th, 2013 2 1 ~ 20 

Beautiful Lake July 23rd, 2013 1 1 ~ 9 

Gull Lake July 25th, 2013 1 2 ~ 12 

Below is a summary of dates and approximate times required to bathymetric map each 

lake during the project. Respective information for Gass Lake is unknown because 

it was mapped by a SVSFE director while fishing at some point during the summer of 

2013. Relevant information is summarized as follows (travel time is not include in 

hours):  

Table 2: Mapping Effort Chart 



4.3 Data Gathering  

4.0 Methods 

In more recent years, new technology has become available to be used in the 

collection of bathymetric data. Applying GPS (Global Positioning Systems), along 

with modern echo-sounding equipment greatly improved the efficiency and speed of 

data collection. The quality of data also improved from using GPS and the 

integration of GIS (Geographic Information Systems) to produce maps also became 

much more efficient (Levec, 2004). 

 

Methodology is as follows: 

 

Step 1: Creating a Route 

 

The first step to mapping a lake is creating a route. In order to conduct a 

bathymetric survey efficiently, a “plan-of-attack” must be first determined. This 

process will ensure the most efficient use of your time in the field, help avoid 

missing data and minimize the collection of overlapping or redundant data (Levec, 

2004). The computer software used for this particular project was Garmin Mapsource. 

Garmin Mapsource provided SVSFE with coordinates of lake locations and shorelines. 

Using Mapsource’s “route tool” SVSFE technicians were able to create accurate lake 

routes to follow using 50 meter transect intervals. Creating a route for smaller 

lakes usually took no time at all and only one route was often required (ie. 

Beautiful Lake – Figure 2). For larger lakes (i.e. North Steeprock Lake), 

sufficiently more time was required and multiple routes were necessary (Figure 3 & 

4). For North Steeprock Lake, routes were divided into manageable portions (ie. 

around islands, in the bays, in the river, etc). If the waterbody has a surface 

area greater than 500 ha it is recommended that it be partitioned into smaller 

sections (Levec, 2004). For ease of navigation transect lines were created using 

north/south or east/west orientations depending on lake orientation. For example, a 

lake like West Blue Lake is a long and skinny with north/south orientation. For 

lakes like this, transects were drawn on an east/west orientation to collect 

valuable data relative to lake contours (Figure 5). For east-west orientated lakes 

like Singush Lake, transect were drawn based on a north/south orientation. 

Following creation of routes, data was saved on GPS equipment for later reference 

and navigation.     

Figure 2: Beautiful Lake Route (East-West Route) 
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4.0 Methods 
4.3 Data Gathering  

Figure 4: Steeprock Lake Multiple Routes (North-South) 

Figure 3: Steeprock Lake Route  

Figure 5: West Blue Route 
10 



4.3 Data Gathering  

4.0 Methods 

Step 2: Collecting Bathymetric Data 

 

The equipment used included two Garmin Sonar GPS devices and associated eco-

sounding  transducers. The first device was a Garmin Echomap 50s, and the second 

was a Garmin GPSmap 420s. On certain occasions, old bathymetric maps were 

collected and used as reference while mapping data was being collected. These maps 

provided technicians with relevant information including potentially dangerous 

reef locations.  

 

Once reaching the boat launches of chosen lakes, mapping equipment along with 

other relevant gear (compass, weighted line, measuring tape, radio) were placed 

inside the boat prior to launching. Mapping gear was setup for daily removal as 

different boats were used during this project and also to ensure equipment was not 

damaged during transportation. Once the boat was in the water, equipment was set 

up with the externally mounted transducer attached to the stern of the boat and 

adjusted slightly below the hull (1/4”). The sonar (GPS unit) and transducer were 

connected to 12 volt marine batteries that had been fully charged the night 

before. GPS units were placed in most convenient locations. Once all connection 

were made, cables were checked to make sure they did not impeded movement and were 

placed in dry areas.  

 

From this point, the mapping technicians would navigate to an immediate deep spot 

in the lake and use a weight line to check a water depth. If weight line depth, 

and depth registering on GPS unit did not correlate, slight adjustments were made 

accordingly utilizing the “keel offset” function on the Garmin units. Note; this 

process, “ground truthing”, would generally occur throughout the mapping period to 

ensure that sonar readings remained accurate. Once all equipment was working 

properly, mapping technicians would navigate to the beginning point their first 

transect to begin mapping. Note that routes were often started near boat launches 

to avoid unnecessary navigation. Lake levels were recorded if available, and lake 

level benchmarks were created if not available. Once at the beginning of the 

designated route was reached, tracking options were turned to log depths every 10 

meters while moving. In some cases logging points were taken every few seconds. 

From this point, GPS tracking was displayed on the sonar screen to signify that 

logging was now occurring.  

 

The mapping technician would follow the route previously created using Mapsource 

(Step 1). The route would be followed using a compass to visualize a bearing 

according to shore. The GPS unit would also notify the mapping technician they 

were off course, by suggesting (1m left, or 4 m right, etc). Technicians strived 

to maintain a track within 10 m of route course. Open water mapping never exceeded 

8 km/h, to avoid logging errors. Once reaching shore, it was very important that 

technicians watched the shoreline for potential hazards including rocky shoals and 

deadheads, while monitoring the depth finder. At shorelines, technicians would 

nose the boat into shore as much as possible. Generally the goal was to reach 

shore depths of 1 m. If this was not possible, the transect would be considered 

finished. Shoreline mapping was done at very slow speeds to avoid potential 

hazards. Once the first transect was completed, technicians would then navigate to 

the second shoreline waypoint (50m away) and repeat the  process on the second 

transect, and so on, and so on. Note; mapping technicians were constantly 

monitoring many different things, including depths to make sure that lake contours 

“made sense”, the route to ensure that the technician was “on track”, and 

obstacles and barriers including other boaters, and other potential obstacles, 

including deadheads.  
11 



4.3 Data Gathering  

4.0 Methods 

It is also important to state that mapping technicians are not limited to driving 

on these pre-planned routes. For example, if an increase or decrease in unexpected 

areas were noticed or addition wet areas were found during the mapping process 

technicians would map areas as thorough as possible to collect detailed data points 

of these sites. Once the full route had been followed and data was fully logged, 

technicians often ran transects perpendicular to route to gather extra data points 

and to rule out any missed structures. This included mapping around interesting; 

humps, reefs, deepest points, steep drop-offs, etc, before concluding mapping 

(Figure 22, 23). Once the mapping technician was satisfied that the lake had been 

fully mapped, tracking would be turned off and saved. Note; once a lake was mapped 

and the “active track” and “saved track” was uploaded to the computer, the active 

track was always cleared prior to mapping a new lake.                    

 

 

Figure 6:  ArcView Logo 

Step 3: Post-Survey Methods 

 

Once data collection was completed, 

logged data was uploaded to Mapsourse and 

saved in according folders, file names 

and formats (Garmin GPS database (.dbf), 

.gpx and .dxf). Using GIS technology, the 

collected data is then displayed on 

relevant grids using a raster surface. 

This surface layer can be used to derive 

lake volumes, determine “home-ranges” 

based on depth, and use them as the 

predictor of preferred habitat, and be 

used in combination with other data to 

create other models (Levec, 2004). Using 

ArcMap, along with relevant extensions 

such as Spatial Analyst and 3D analyst, 

aesthetic maps using the lake data can be 

created. As stated earlier, these ArcMap 

extensions are quite costly and for that 

reason SVSFE is unable to create these 

maps internally. For this reason, 

relationships with external organizations 

including University College of the North 

and Assiniboine Community College, have 

often analyzed this data and created maps 

for SVSFE.  
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5.0 Results 

Visualizations of collected data regarding the eleven mapped lakes in 2013 are 

represented as follows: Note that some areas appear to be “unmapped”. This 

represents areas of the lake that were 1m or less and therefore unnavigable.    

 

Figure 7: Steeprock Lake Mapped 

Figure 8: Vini Lake Mapped Figure 9: Virgin Lake Mapped 

5.1 Data Tracks  
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5.0 Results 

Figure 11: Gass Lake Mapped  Figure 12: Nick Lake Mapped 

Figure 10: Deep Lake Mapped 
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5.0 Results 

Figure 13: East Blue Lake Mapped 

Figure 14: Singush Lake Mapped 
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5.0 Results 

Figure 17: Beautiful Lake Mapped 

Figure 15: West Blue Lake Mapped Figure 16: Gull Lake Mapped 
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5.0 Results 

Sources of error include circumstances that may have influenced results. In terms 

of bathymetric mapping a few potential errors are noteworthy. First of all, 

aquatic vegetation can significantly interfere with accurate depth readings and 

boat operations (ie. bulrushes). This occurrence was particularly a problem while 

mapping lakes such as Singush and Beautiful Lake with high concentrations of 

shoreline vegetation and shallow depths. While mapping, there were a few instances 

where dense aquatic vegetation created the depth sounder to read lake depths of 

0.5 meters, when in fact the lake was 2.5 meters deep. In this particular case, 

these inaccurate reading were noted by the technician, and values nullified 

(deleted) afterwards.  

 

Weather is also a significant factor while depth mapping. Rough waters associated 

with high winds will affect the readings of the depth sounder. This became an 

issue on North Steeprock Lake especially. If winds had picked up and rough waters 

became present, technicians would temporarily stop logging (tracking) and relocate 

to more sheltered areas of the lake and continue mapping or on some occasions 

cease mapping   

 

As stated earlier, technician’s constant attention towards the depth reading was 

required. This was done in order to make sure data was being collected (depth 

sounder at times would lose readings) and lake contours remained constant or “made 

sense”. The potential error here is while mapping a technician may have missed a 

significant hump or drop-off in the process. Generally when this occurred, 

technicians would “zig-zag” around the submerged structure in order to collect 

more data on it. However, if the structure was missed no additional data would 

have been collected on it. Largely fluctuating waterbody levels are always a 

source of concern. For this reason, each lake was mapped as quickly as possible. 

For example North Steeprock Lake was mapped on multiple dates in early July, while 

water levels were relatively constant. Overall, there are potentially many 

different factors that could have influenced results, but SVSFE technicians, being 

aware of these potentials did their best to avoid them over the course of this 

project.  

          

Figure 18: Beautiful Lake Mapping “Weed Error” Locations 

5.2 Sources of Error 
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6.0 Discussion 

At this point in time, SVSFE has data for all eleven popular fishing lakes mapped 

in the summer of 2013. SVSFE also has mapped lake data for an additional twelve 

lakes, some of these have been analysed using 3D analyst and some have not. In 

total, twenty-three of arguably the most popular recreational fishing lakes in the 

area have been mapped and data is ready for analysis. Unfortunately at the current 

time supporting commitment regarding SVSFEs mapped data analysis is still pending. 

SVSFE and partners have agreed to have each of these maps created using aesthetic 

visual representations and a common theme in projections which are easily 

perceived by anglers and lake managers. Overall, style and representation will be 

negotiated between the artists in question and SVSFE. Analysis of this data is 

scheduled for the very near future, however, as stated earlier, exact dates are 

still pending. Once these maps are completed the plan is to post them on SVSFE’s 

website. Another plan is to create lake information signs for each lake, which are 

to be installed at the boat launch(es) of each respective waterbody. These signs 

are to include; these bathymetric maps as the centre point, along with stocking 

history, past research, game fish species, forage fish species, maximum lake 

depth, mean lake depth, lake surface area, lake volume, master angler awards, 

among other relevant information. SVSFE is extremely excited regarding the 

creation of these lake maps and the current goal is to install signs at two lakes 

per year. Although bathymetric data analysis schedules are still pending, SVSFE is 

eager to get these maps into the hands of the public. Below is a draft of a 4x8’ 

sign created for the Beautiful Lake Walleye Transfer Project (depth map is only a 

draft from initial stages of map development)(Figure 19).             

 

Figure 19: Lake Signage Draft 
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8.0 Appendix 

Figure 20: North Steeprock Lake Level 

Figure 21: Open Water Tracking  20 
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Figure 22: North Steeprock “Zig-Zagging” Over Submerged Structures 

Figure 23: Gull Lake “Zig-Zagging” Over Submerged Structures 21 


